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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Adrian R Noriega R has contributed to the dictionary with 5 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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habilidad para ejecutar un instrumento
In the State of Sonora mexico means skill or ability that owns or has a subject to play, develop, understand a musical
instrument, is said to run because it refers to interpret above all the musical scores written on a staff and develop them
in a musical instrument any. Also can be applied in the field scientist, automotive, finance etc. and when a person is very
adept at manipulating a working instrument pursuant to a plan of preset orders.

matita de cunu cunu
matita cunu cunu is incorrectly written and should be written as " Matita " being its meaning: < /br > Matita, mata matas,
little plants means small plant, or plant of medium-sized or small or medium-sized plants in his case that the
grandmothers were a garden in the backyard of their homes. According to the language spoken in Sonora Mexico.

pilón
Here in Sonora Mexico Wimpy Word referred to the bonus in the form of sweets to the shopkeeper or owner of a small
cram or changarro accorded to children who we went to buy products that our parents we had uncles or neighbours. The
children preferred to go to the store where given pilon. And my grandmother would say that pylon was or was a piloncillo
of crystalline sugar that in a time of scarcity was used to sweeten the coffee.

ponerse las pilas
put the batteries is incorrectly written and should be written as " echale ganas " being its meaning: in Sonora Mexico is a
Council or an estimate of the State of mind of a person and means putting effort on some work, some waiting for activity
that although easy and does not require much effort not performed or is partially carried out. Example: A woman sweeps
the front of your House and piled up garbage in a corner and by laziness not a neighbor placed it in a bag, goes and
sees the Lady and tells her ¨hechale desire vecina¨ criticizing the lack of commitment of Lady.

que es calilla
Person u intrusive foolish naughty and elusive animal that sometimes leads to be annoyed with her attitude, games,
talks and conduct which apparently is its way of being. You are a calilla tells MOM child when this doesn't bother hitting
or making noise when the mother is busy talking to other people.


